We calculate the solid-liquid interfacial free energy ␥ sl for the Lennard-Jones ͑LJ͒ system at several points along the pressure-temperature coexistence curve using molecular-dynamics simulation and Gibbs-Cahn integration. This method uses the excess interfacial energy ͑e͒ and stress ͑͒ along the coexistence curve to determine a differential equation for ␥ sl as a function of temperature. Given the values of ␥ sl for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ LJ interfaces at the triple-point temperature ͑T ‫ء‬ = kT / ⑀ = 0.618͒, previously obtained using the cleaving method by Davidchack and Laird ͓J. Chem. Phys. 118, 7657 ͑2003͔͒, this differential equation can be integrated to obtain ␥ sl for these interfaces at higher coexistence temperatures. Our values for ␥ sl calculated in this way at T ‫ء‬ = 1.0 and 1.5 are in good agreement with those determined previously by cleaving, but were obtained with significantly less computational effort than required by either the cleaving method or the capillary fluctuation method of Hoyt, Asta, and Karma ͓Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 5530 ͑2001͔͒. In addition, the orientational anisotropy in the excess interface energy, stress and entropy, calculated using the conventional Gibbs dividing surface, are seen to be significantly larger than the relatively small anisotropies in ␥ sl itself.
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As defined by Gibbs in his classic work on surface thermodynamics, 1 the interfacial free energy ␥ is the reversible work required to create a unit area of interface. For solid-liquid interfaces, this quantity plays a central role in understanding a number of technologically important phenomena in physics, chemistry, and materials science, such as crystal nucleation and growth, [2] [3] [4] dendritic solidification, 5, 6 liquid-metal embrittlement, 7 and wetting. 8 Despite its importance, direct experimental measurements, which usually involve challenging contact angle studies, are relatively few in number 9 and, with a few exceptions, 10, 11 are not precise enough to resolve the often small orientation dependence ͑anisotropy͒. Because of the lack of experimental data, much of our current understanding of the material dependence of the solid-liquid interfacial free energy ␥ sl comes via atomistic simulations. 12 The determination of ␥ sl in a computer simulation is complicated by the fact that the solid can support nonhydrostatic stress 13 -this precludes the use of mechanical approaches commonly used for liquid-vapor or fluid-wall interfaces, 14, 15 in which ␥ is equated to the integral of the excess interfacial stress. At present, there are two primary methods for the calculation of ␥ sl via molecular simulation. In the capillary fluctuation method ͑CFM͒, 16 the interfacial stiffness is obtained from the spectrum of interfacial fluctuations. 16 By determining the stiffness for a variety of interfacial orientations, accurate values of ␥ sl can be obtained. In the cleaving method, 17, 18 ␥ sl is obtained using thermodynamic integration-directly calculating the reversible work per unit area required to continuously transform separate bulk crystal and melt systems into a single system containing an interface. Both of these methods, which have been applied to a number of model [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] and realistic 16, [24] [25] [26] [27] potentials, are computationally intensive-the fluctuation method because of the large system sizes and long runs required to get adequate statistics, and the cleaving method because of the large number of simulations involved in the thermodynamic integration. Because of this difficulty, evaluations of ␥ sl for a given system, with the exception of the LennardJones ͑LJ͒ system, 19, 28 are generally restricted to a single point on the phase coexistence curve. As a consequence, more efficient simulation methods are needed to make practical the determination of ␥ sl over the full range of thermodynamic coexistence space for a system of interest.
Recently, Frolov and Mishin 29 have demonstrated that ␥ sl for the solid-liquid interfaces of binary mixtures can be determined by direct integration along the temperaturecomposition curve at fixed pressure given a value of ␥ sl for one of the pure components. In this work, they determine ␥ sl for the ͑110͒ interface of Cu/Ag mixtures of varying composition starting from a previously determined value 30 of ␥ sl for pure Cu ͑110͒. Their approach, which we refer to as "GibbsCahn integration," is based upon Cahn's extension 31 of the interfacial thermodynamics of Gibbs.
1 Using the GibbsCahn formalism, differential changes in ␥ sl can be related to interfacial excess quantities that are readily calculated within an atomistic simulation, allowing for the determination of ␥ sl along the coexistence curve by direct integration. As such, this technique is analogous to the use of the Clapeyron equation to determine phase coexistence curves by direct integration along the curve itself. 32, 33 Frolov and Mishin have also employed Gibbs-Cahn integration to determine the surface free energy of Cu͑110͒ as a function of temperature. In this work, we use the Gibbs-Cahn approach to demonstrate that ␥ sl can be obtained at a variety of temperatures along a temperature-pressure coexistence curve by integration of the excess interfacial energy and stress along that curve, provided that the value of ␥ sl has been previously determined for one temperature ͑for example, by CFM or cleaving͒. The result is a determination of ␥ sl as a function of coexistence temperature with a computational effort that is not significantly more than the calculation of a single ␥ sl value by CFM or cleaving.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec. I, we describe in some detail the Gibbs-Cahn formalism and in Sec. II, we apply this formalism to the LJ system studied previously by Broughton and Gilmer, 17 Davidchack and Laird, 19 and Morris and Song. 21 Starting with the values of ␥ sl at the triple-point temperature for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ orientations determined in Ref. 19 using the cleaving method ͑and confirmed by CFM in Ref. 21͒, we calculate the excess interfacial energy and stress for several points along the coexistence curve and use this data to determine the value of ␥ sl at these points by Gibbs-Cahn integration. The values are in good agreement with those calculated by cleaving at temperatures above the triple point, but were obtained with significantly reduced computational effort. In Sec. III we conclude.
I. GIBBS-CAHN FORMALISM
In his formulation of the thermodynamics of planar interfaces, Gibbs projects all of the interfacial properties of a system onto a mathematical surface ͑called the Gibbs dividing surface͒ separating the two phases ͑here, solid and liquid͒. Using this dividing surface one can define interfacial excess quantities, such as the interfacial excess energy, e, entropy, , and particle numbers,
where A is the interfacial area, N k is the number of particles of type k, and E , S , and k are the bulk densities of the energy, entropy, and number of particles of type k, respectively. The subscripts l and s refer, respectively, to the bulk liquid and solid. The volumes of the bulk phases, V l and V s are determined by the position of the Gibbs dividing surface. In all of these cases, the interfacial excess of a given quantity is defined as the difference between the actual value of that quantity and its value obtained by assuming bulk values up to the dividing surface. Note that, by construction the excess interfacial volume is zero within the Gibbs formalism. For a single component system, the interfacial free energy at a temperature T is given by
where is the chemical potential of the substance. In this equation ␥ is independent of the choice of dividing surface, but e, , and ⌫ are not. Typically, the Gibbs dividing surface for a pure system is chosen such that the excess number of particles ͑⌫͒ vanishes, yielding
Note that, in this work we are focusing on systems in which the bulk phases are under hydrostatic stress. For details of the formalism for systems in which one or both coexisting phases are solids under nonhydrostatic stress, see Refs. 29 and 30. In a seminal paper, 31 Cahn reformulated and generalized Gibb's interface thermodynamics by eliminating the artificial construction of the dividing surface. For an r-component system containing a planar interface, the total Gibbs energy is given by
where P, T, E, S, and V are the pressure, temperature, internal energy, entropy, and volume, respectively. Without the interface the Gibbs energy would be equal to that of the bulk phases
where k is the chemical potential of particles of type k. Assuming that the solid phase is under hydrostatic stress, the interfacial free energy ␥ is given by the difference ͑per unit area͒ between the Gibbs energy of the system with the interface and that of the bulk
The differential of this quantity is
For a system containing a planar interface in which at least one of the coexisting phases is a crystal, the differential for the energy, under hydrostatic conditions in the solid, is given by
͑10͒
where ij and ⑀ ij are the ij components of the stress and strain tensors, respectively, and i and j are elements of the set ͕1,2͖, which represent two orthogonal directions perpendicu-lar to the interface normal. Substituting Eq. ͑10͒ into Eq. ͑9͒ gives
For a solid-liquid interface, in addition to Eq. ͑11͒, we have two additional equations, namely, the Gibbs-Duhem equations for the hydrostatic bulk solid and bulk liquid
Here s and l indicate bulk solid and liquid quantities, respectively. Equations ͑11͒-͑13͒ form a set of three simultaneous linear equations. Using Cramer's rule, Cahn showed that we can eliminate any pair of differentials dx and dy ͑e.g., dP and dN k ͒ to give
͑14͒
where X and Y are the variables conjugate to the displacements dx and dy, and the notation ͓A / XY͔ is defined as
where, again, s and l denote bulk solid and bulk liquid and quantities without these designations refer to the whole system ͑solid+ liquid+ interface͒. For a single component system ͑r =1͒, a convenient choice is X = N and Y = V. This choice is equivalent to choosing a Gibbs dividing surface in which the excess number of particles is zero ͑⌫ =0͒. With this choice the dP and d terms in Eq. ͑14͒ are identically zero ͑because the determinant in Eq. ͑15͒ is zero if two columns are identical͒, giving
The determinant ͓S / NV͔ reduces to the total excess entropy A, as defined in Eq. ͑3͒. Because we assume that the system is hydrostatic, the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑16͒ can be obtained as follows:
͑17͒
For the high-symmetry interface orientations considered in this work, 12 = 21 = 0. Further, mechanical equilibrium at the interface guarantees that 33 =−P zz =−P at the interface, so we have
͑18͒
The strain can be related to the change in the interfacial area as the crystal expands as one moves along the coexistence curve
Substituting this into Eq. ͑18͒ and dividing by A gives
where the excess interfacial stress is defined in the usual way
where P zz and ͑P xx + P yy ͒ / 2 are the pressure components normal and transverse to the interface, respectively. Use of Eq. ͑20͒ requires knowledge of the excess interfacial entropy , which is not readily obtainable from simulation. For the current purposes, there are two ways to remedy this problem. One is to replace in Eq. ͑20͒ with ͑e − ␥͒ / T ͓Eq. ͑5͔͒. This transforms Eq. ͑20͒ into a more complicated differential equation. To remedy this, Frolov and Mishin, in a paper on surface free energy, 30 and Baidakov et al., in the context of liquid-vapor interfaces, 34 combine Eq.
͑5͒ ͑␥ = e − T͒ with the fact that =−͑d␥ / dT͒ A ͓from Eq.
which relates changes in ␥ to the more easily obtainable excess interfacial energy, e. The derivation of this equation is analogous to the derivation of the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation in thermodynamics. 35 After dividing both sides of Eq. ͑22͒ by dT, taken along the coexistence curve, and recognizing that, for the cubic crystals considered here, the interfacial area A is proportional to s −2/3 , where s is the number density of the solid, we obtain
where ␥ g is the usual interfacial free energy per surface atom defined by Turnbull:
is the central equation for this study. If we know the value of ␥ at any point on the coexistence curve, we can integrate Eq. ͑23͒ to find ␥ at any other point of the coexistence curve provided we have data for the excess interfacial energy ͑e͒ and stress ͑͒ along the curve. Note that for a system in which the bulk solid is under hydrostatic stress, the value of the is independent of the definition of the Gibbs dividing surface ͑or, in the Cahn formalism, on the specific choice of X and Y͒; however, the quantities e and are not. Therefore, for Eqs. ͑20͒, ͑22͒, and ͑23͒ to be valid, e and must be calculated using a dividing surface defined by ⌫ =0 ͓or ͑X , Y͒ = ͑N , V͔͒.
Recent work has demonstrated a strong linear correlation between Turbull's interfacial free energy per surface atom ␥ g and the melting point of a material. 37, 38 This correlation can be understood by examining the form of Eq. ͑23͒. A linear correlation of ␥ g with T would be exact if the right-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒. were zero, which is identically the case for systems with inverse-power potentials u͑r͒ = ⑀͑ / r͒ n , which includes the hard-sphere system in the limit that n → ϱ. 20 Thus, the magnitude of the right-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒ gives an indication of the deviation from the relation ␥ g ϰ T.
II. RESULTS FOR THE LJ SYSTEM
For our study, we use a LJ pair potential due to Broughton and Gilmer This potential has an advantage for the present study because its interfacial thermodynamics have been previously well characterized. In 1986, this system was employed by Broughton and Gilmer 17 in the first direct calculation of ␥ sl by computer simulation, in which they introduced the concept of cleaving potentials. The values of the reduced solidliquid interfacial free energy ␥ sl ‫ء‬ = ␥ 2 / ⑀ were determined at the triple point ͑T ‫ء‬ = kT / ⑀ = 0.617; ‫ء‬ = 3 = 0.945͒ to be 0.34͑2͒, 0.36͑2͒, and 0.35͑2͒ for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ interfaces, respectively. The numbers in parentheses give the uncertainties in the last digits shown. As can be seen, the precision of their method was not sufficient to definitively resolve the anisotropy in ␥ sl . Subsequently, in 2003 Davidchack and Laird 19 used their cleaving wall method, developed earlier for the hard-sphere system, 18 to determine ␥ sl for this LJ system at T ‫ء‬ = 0.617, 1.00, and 1.50 along the coexistence curve. This cleaving wall method is an extension of the cleaving potentials used by Broughton and Gilmer. At T ‫ء‬ = 0.617, the ␥ sl ‫ء‬ values were determined to be 0.371͑3͒, 0.360͑2͒, and 0.347͑3͒ for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ interfaces, respectively. These values are consistent with the earlier estimates of Broughton and Gilmer, but are nearly an order of magnitude more precise, allowing for resolution of the orientational anisotropy. ͑Note that, Davidchack and Laird 19 found that, at T ‫ء‬ = 0.617, the coexistence pressure is negative ͑though small͒ and that a better estimate of the triple point temperature is slightly higher at T ‫ء‬ = 0.618. However, the change in ␥ sl due to this temperature difference is much smaller than the statistical error in these quantities.͒ Recently, Morris and Song 21 examined this system at the triple point temperature using the CFM, obtaining ␥ sl = 0.369͑8͒, 0.361͑8͒, and 0.355͑8͒ for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ interfaces, respectively. These CFM values agree within the error bars with those of Davidchack and Laird using cleaving walls.
Starting from the values determined by Davidchack and Laird for ␥ sl at the triple point, we can use Eq. ͑23͒ to determine the value of ␥ sl at higher temperatures along the coexistence curve. To do this we have calculated the crystal density, c and the excess interfacial energy e and stress at several temperatures ͑T ‫ء‬ = 0.618, 0.809, 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5͒ along the coexistence curve. These calculations are performed using NVT molecular-dynamics simulation with a Nosé-Hoover thermostat 40 with system sizes of approximately N = 120 000 particles-this number varies slightly from interface to interface. Such large systems were used to minimize the dependence of the coexistence conditions on interface orientation and to facilitate precise calculation of the coexistence conditions. Additional simulation details including the determination of the coexistence densities ͑sum-marized in Table I͒ , as well as the creation of the equilibrium interfaces, can be found in Refs. 12 and 41.
The excess interfacial energies were computed in the following manner. The bulk densities of the solid and liquid phases ͑ s and l , respectively͒, as well as the respective bulk potential energy densities ͑ s E and l E ͒ were determined by constructing filtered interfacial profiles of potential energy and density as functions of distance along the interface normal ͑here taken to be z͒. The details as to our protocol for the construction of profiles using finite impulse response filters are described in Refs. 12 and 41. As an example, the interfacial energy profiles for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ interfacial orientations at the triple point temperature ͑T ‫ء‬ = 0.618͒ are plotted in Fig. 1 . ͑The energy profiles for the other temperatures examined in this study have been deposited as supplementary material. 42 ͒ These profiles are determined by averaging over 10 4 times steps. ͑One time step is 0.01 ͱ m 2 / ⑀, where m is the mass of the particles.͒ To calculate the bulk densities and energies, we average these profiles over all regions outside of a 7 range of the interface location. Once the bulk densities and energies are determined, the excess interfacial energy is obtained using the equation
where E total is the total average energy of the interfacial system, L is the total length of the system normal to the interface, and L s is the length of the solid phase in the direction normal to the interface, which is determined by solving the equation for the Gibbs dividing surface
The factor of 2 in the right-hand side of Eq. ͑24͒ is due to the fact that the simulation box contains two interfaces. The values of the interfacial excess stress were determined by first constructing filtered interfacial stress profiles ͓defined as the integrand in Eq. ͑21͔͒, which are then integrated over a region completely containing the interface. We have determined that the region defined by Ϯ7 from the dividing surface was sufficient to guarantee convergence of interfacial quantities. Because the stress is zero in both the bulk solid and the bulk liquid, the excess interfacial stress is independent of the dividing surface. The stress profiles for the ͑100͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ interfaces at T ‫ء‬ = 0.618 are shown in Fig. 2 . ͑The stress profiles for the other temperatures examined in this study have been deposited as supplementary material. 42 ͒ The values for the excess interfacial energy and stress ͑in reduced units͒ for all orientations and temperatures studied are tabulated in Table I and plotted as functions of temperature in Figs. 3 and 4 , respectively.
In examining Figs. 3 and 4 some interesting trends emerge. First, the excess interfacial energies and stresses for the ͑100͒ orientations are significantly different than those for the ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ orientations, which have similar values. In the case of the excess energies ͑Fig. 3͒, the values for the ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ interfaces are nearly independent of temperature, whereas the values for the ͑100͒ interface decrease significantly as temperature is raised. For the stresses ͑Fig. 4͒, the values for both the ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ interfaces are negative and decrease with increasing temperature, whereas those for the ͑100͒ interface start out negative at the triple point, but increase with temperature and become positive at about T ‫ء‬ = 1.0. To integrate Eq. ͑23͒ to obtain ␥ g / T and subsequently ␥ sl , it is necessary to first find d s / dT along the coexistence line. This is done by fitting the data for s ‫ء‬ in Table I to a quadratic function in T ‫ء‬ using least-squares regression. This gives
Because of the quality of this fit and the extremely small statistical error present in s ‫ء‬ , the estimated errors in d s ‫ء‬ / dT ‫ء‬ are small enough that we can ignore them in subsequent error propagation. Figure 5 shows the derivative d͑␥ g ‫ء‬ / T ‫ء‬ ͒ / dT ‫ء‬ along the coexistence line ͓Eq. ͑23͔͒ as a function of temperature. Note that this quantity decreases significantly to zero as the temperature is raised. This reflects the fact that, as T increases away from the triple point, the interfacial thermodynamics of the LJ system should eventually approach that of a system with an inverse-12th power repulsion, for which ␥ g ‫ء‬ / T ‫ء‬ is a constant. 20 ͓That is, Eq. ͑23͒ is identically zero for an inverse-power potential.͔ Also shown in Fig. 5 is the contribution to this derivative due to the excess interfacial energy ͓the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑23͔͒. For the ͑100͒ interface, the derivative d͑␥ g ‫ء‬ / T ‫ء‬ ͒ / dT ‫ء‬ ͓Eq. ͑23͔͒ is almost completely dominated by the excess energy contribution, whereas, for the ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ interfaces, the excess energy contribution to Eq. ͑23͒ is more negative than the total derivative itself. This implies that, in the ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ interfaces, the excess stress contribution to the deriva- 
Excess interface energy: e ‫ء‬ = e 2 / ⑀ Excess interface stress: tive is opposite in sign to that of the excess energy and, at high temperatures, approaches the excess energy contribution in magnitude.
It is interesting to note from Fig. 5 that the anisotropy in the quantity d͑␥ g ‫ء‬ / T ‫ء‬ ͒ / dT ‫ء‬ is relatively small, especially at the higher temperatures. This is in stark contrast to the large anisotropies seen in the excess interfacial energies and stresses ͑see Figs. 1 and 2͒ that combine to determine d͑␥ g ‫ء‬ / T ‫ء‬ ͒ / dT ‫ء‬ in Eq. ͑23͒. For a system in which the solid is under hydrostatic stress, the excess interfacial stress, , is independent of the choice of dividing surface ͑or X and Y in the Cahn formalism͒, which implies that the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒ is also independent of this choice. The excess interfacial energy, however, is not independent of the dividing surface. The fact that d͑␥ g ‫ء‬ / T ‫ء‬ ͒ / dT ‫ء‬ must also be independent of dividing surface may seem inconsistent with the fact that the first and second terms on the right-hand side of Eq. ͑23͒ are, respectively, dependent and independent of the choice of the dividing surface ͑implying that the sum is dependent on dividing surface͒ for a hydrostatically stressed solid. However, it must be noted that a change in the dividing surface will also change the specific form of Eq. ͑23͒, so that the first term would be some combination of the excess interfacial energy and excess particle number. It is this combination that is invariant to changes in the dividing surface, not the specific value of the excess interfacial energy. However, the question as to why these two terms, which are intrinsically anisotropic, should combine to give a relatively isotropic sum is, at present, open. The values of ␥ sl above the triple point ͑T ‫ء‬ = 0.618͒ are obtained by numerically integrating the data in Fig. 5 to directly obtain ␥ g / T, from which ␥ sl is easily determined. The data points at T ‫ء‬ = 0.809 and 1.25 were chosen because they lie halfway between the temperatures ͑T ‫ء‬ = 0.618, 1.00, and 1.5͒ for which ␥ sl was calculated by cleaving. 19 This allows for the use of Simpson's rule to integrate Eq. ͑23͒ to obtain ␥ sl at T ‫ء‬ = 1.0 and 1.5. The Trapezoid Rule was used to obtain ␥ sl at the intermediate temperatures. The results of these integrations are summarized in Table II the statistical errors. At T ‫ء‬ = 1.0, the values from Gibbs-Cahn integration agree within the error bars with those from cleaving, except for the values for ͑111͒, which are slightly higher in the current work. At T ‫ء‬ = 1.5, the values for ͑110͒ agree within the error bars for the two methods, but the current values for ͑100͒ and ͑111͒ are higher by 3%-5% than those for cleaving, although the error bars on the latter are quite large. The origin of these discrepancies is not clear, although the current method, in addition to being less computationally intensive than cleaving, appears also to have significantly smaller statistical error.
To get an estimate of the contributions that the excess energy and stress have on the temperature dependence of ␥ sl , one can calculate the values of ␥ sl assuming that the righthand side of Eq. ͑23͒ is identically zero. Such a calculation overestimates ␥ sl by 10%-15% at the highest temperatures, depending upon the interface. This shows that assuming a linear dependence of ␥ g = −2/3 ␥ sl with temperature gives a rough estimate of the value of ␥ sl , but that more accurate values require the more detailed contribution of excess interfacial energy and stress considered here.
Also shown in Table II , are the results for the interfacial excess entropy, , for this choice of dividing surface. These excess entropies are calculated from the excess energies and free energies using Eq. ͑5͒. In all cases, is negative, which is consistent with the theory of interfacial free energy due to Spaepen, 43 and decreases ͑becomes more negative͒ with increasing temperature. Like the excess interfacial energies and stresses, the excess entropies are much more anisotropic than ␥ sl itself.
III. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work, we have demonstrated that the solid-liquid interfacial free energy ␥ sl for the LJ system can be accurately and efficiently calculated along the pressure-temperature coexistence curve via molecular simulation using Gibbs-Cahn integration. This technique requires determination of the excess interfacial energy and stress along the coexistence curve, as well as a previously determined value for ␥ sl at one reference temperature, which in our case is that of the LJ triple point ͑T ‫ء‬ = 0.618͒. Our calculated values for ␥ sl at T ‫ء‬ = 1.0 and 1.5 are in good agreement with those determined previously using the cleaving method, 19 but were obtained with significantly less computational effort than required by either the cleaving method or the CFM. This work complements a recent calculation by Frolov and Mishin 29 in which Gibbs-Cahn integration was used to determine ␥ sl along the temperature-composition coexistence curve for binary Cu/Ag alloys.
One interesting observation from this work is that the excess interfacial stresses ͑͒, energies ͑e͒, and entropies ͑͒ calculated here exhibit a far greater anisotropy than that seen in the interfacial free energy ␥ sl itself. Specifically, these quantities for the ͑100͒ interface are significantly different than those for the ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ interfaces, which are similar in magnitude and trend. These differences are both qualitative and quantitative. For example, the values of for the ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ interfaces are negative over the range of temperatures studied and decrease with increasing temperature. The excess stress for the ͑100͒ interface, on the other hand, increases with increasing temperature and is negative at the triple point ͑T ‫ء‬ = 0.618͒, but becomes positive above about T ‫ء‬ = 1.00. One possible origin for this is the fact that, for fcc systems, the interplane spacing normal to the interface for the ͑100͒ interface orientation increases significantly as the interface is approached from the solid, whereas no significant increase is seen in either ͑111͒ or ͑110͒-see Fig.  6 . This increase in the interplanar spacing for a ͑100͒ fcc solid-liquid interface was also seen previously in simulations of hard spheres 41 and aluminum. 44 It is plausible to expect that such an expansion of the lattice near the interface should have a significant effect on the energetics and stress of the ͑100͒ interface relative to that for the other interfaces.
In this present study, the coexistence curve for this system was already known; however, in general, such information might not be a priori available. In such cases, if the interfacial free energy were known at one coexistence 
temperature/pressure, it would be possible to combine the Gibbs-Cahn integration scheme described here with GibbsDuhem integration 32, 33 to simultaneously determine both the coexistence curve and the interfacial free energy along it. Also, the formalism is not restricted to solid-liquid interfaces and can be applied to solid-vapor, liquid-liquid, and liquidvapor interfaces without modification.
